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SNC1D1 Ass ignment 1.1: Found: A World t h a t ' s - 2 0 0 C 

Read the fol lowing questions, then answer them using the newspaper article on the 
other side. Some quest ions will require additional research or note f rom class. Answer 
all quest ions on another sheet of paper. To obtain full marks, you must show your 
thinking. Make sure to write your name (first and last) in the top right corner. You must 
answer these quest ions in sentence form. 

1. What new planetoid was discovered in 2004? Wha t was it named after, and 
why? 12 

2. What does the planetoid look like? (2 things) 12 

3. How far away from the sun is the planetoid? / I 

4 . How did they discover the planetoid? 12 

5. What are its periods of rotation and revolution? 12 

6. W h y do the scientists think it takes so long to rotate? /1 

7. W h y isn't it reasonable to consider it a planet? (2 things) . 12 

8. This article was written in 2004, when Pluto was still a planet. Why did Marsden 
and Brown feel that Pluto should not be considered as a planet? 12 

9. What did the International Astronomical Union ( lAU) decide two years after this 
discovery and why? 12 

W h e n answering quest ions, paraphrase the question in your answer. Do NOT begin 
answer with "It is..." 
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'IManetoid' twirls 
around sun slowly 
Tinier than Pluto, 
nearly red as Mars 
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W A S H I N G T O N - A s t r o n o m e r s 
have discovered thie coldest, 
most distant object yet found in 
'.he solar system, a dark and frig
id world a bn smaller than Pluto 
iu-)d more than twice as far away. 

The new "planetoid" — named 
Sedna for an Inui t goddess that 
created Arctic sea creatures — is 
at its closest point more than 
12,8 bil l ion kilometres from the 
sun and never gets warmer tlian 
about minus-200 C, astrono
mers said yesterday. 

"The sun appears so small 
from that distance that you 
could completely block it out 
with the head of a pin," said 
.Mike Brown, an astronomer at 
C.ililbrnia Institute of Technol
ogy, who led the research team. 
Sedna is one of the reddest ob

jects in the solar system, after 
.MiU's, and takes 10,500 years to 
travel its highly elliptical path 
ai-ound the sim. 

"We think i rs not reaionaoie 
to call Sedna a planet," added 
Brown, who noted that astrono
mers do not have an official defi
n i t ion of what constitutes a 
planet. Formally the designa
tion for Sedna is 2003VB12. 

Brown and the other astrono
mers detected Sedna on Nov 14 
during a survey of the outer so
lar system. As they peered into 
space, they saw stationary star's 
imd other cosmic bodies, and a 
vei7 slowly movuig object that 
turned out to be Sedna. 

"Any th ing that moves very 
slowly across the sky, we know 
ifs something in the solar sys
tem: a satellite, a planet, an as
teroid," Brown said at a tele
phone news conference. 

•'But this is the most slowly 
moving object we've ever seen 
moving across the sky, and we 
knew it must be something very 
far away." 

As distant and cold as Sedna is 
now, its orbit around the sun 
t;ikes it more than 10 times far-
tlier, to a distance of 135 bdUon 
kilometres out. 

Sedna rotdVes once every 40 
days, a slow fctaVion that sug
gests i t might have a moon slow
ing its twi r l . Brown said. 

To check this, he and his team 
plan to use the Hubble Space 
Telescope to determine wheth
er they are separate. 

Sedna is part of the solar sys
tem but Brian Marsden, direc
tor of the minor planet centre of 
the International Astronomical 
Union, said, " I t would be mis-
leacUng to caU it the 10th planet. 
Just as I think ifs misleading to 
call Pluto the ninth planet." 

Marsden said as t ronomical 
objects must be a certain size to 
be considered planets, and Plu
to is at the lower l imi t of plane
tary dimensions. 

They also must "participate" in 
the solaj- system. There again, he 
feels Pluto does not qualify' — its 
orbit is neither circular nor in 
the same plane as the other 
planets. 

Because Sedna is smaller and 
far more eccentric in its path 
tlian Pluto, Marsden questioned 
its potential planetary status. 

• Brown echoed tliis assessment 
and agreed Pluto is no planet. 

First detected w i t h the Samuel 
Oschin Telescope near S;m Die
go, Sedna was observed wi th in 
days on telescopes from Chile to 
Spain, Arizona and Hawaii. 

NASA's orbiting Spitzer Space 
Telescope indicates Sedna has 
about thi-ee-fourths the dianie-

. ter of Pluto, making it the big
gest solar system discovery 

. since Pluto in 1930, 
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